19 SEAL THE DEAL
Eight applications, including preserving, marinating, and preparing food for sous-vide cooking (where vacuum-sealed food is cooked in steam or a hot-water bath), make this built-in vacuum-sealing drawer a must-have kitchen appliance. Vacuum Sealing Drawer ($2,699). Miele USA; mieleusa.com

20 SPACE-SAVING STYLE
Inspired by Henry Moore’s abstract sculptures, this hardware collection blends fluid forms with a living-brass finish that patinas with wear. Organic Series ($80 to $140 per piece). Nest Studio; neststudiocollection.com

21 VOICE CONTROL
Personalize your showering experience with a Wi-Fi smart shower that can be activated by voice or via phone or controller. Save water by using the warm-up and pause feature to stop water flow once the right temperature is reached. U by Moen with Voice Activation (from $1,225 to $2,265). Moen Inc.; moen.com

22 WORK OF ART
It takes 18 colors of glass cut into tiny pieces and grouted in eight different colors to create this trio of 4x7-foot mosaic panels. Conceived as fine art, the hyperrealistic murals depicting pheasant and guinea hen feathers also function as durable wall mosaics for residential installations. Plume (price available upon request). New Ravenna; newravenna.com